The Drift bench is a masterclass in complex curves, angles and subtracted spaces. Informed by a piece of found driftwood Amanda Levete translated her organic, highly sensual, architectural language into a condensed form.

THE DESIGNER
Celebrated for her innovative structures, unique application of construction materials and courageous architectural schemes, Amanda Levete – founder and principal of architecture studio AL_A has established a particularly impressive reputation as one of Britain’s leading creatives.
**General Information**

**DESIGN**
2006

**DESCRIPTION**
Bench

**DIMENSIONS**
L2880mm × D870mm × H420mm
Seat depth 420mm

**MATERIALS**
Cement and crushed white limestone with sealer

**NOTES**
Suitable for permanent outdoor use, requires to be placed on a level foundation, professional lifting equipment required, (approx. weight 300kg)

---

**Maintenance Instructions**

**IMPORTANT!** This product is extremely heavy (300kg) and must be handled with care. An appropriate amount of people must be present when moving and positioning. Lift from both the bottom and under the seat for stability.

**IMPORTANT!** Before placing the product please ensure the area has a solid level structure (such as a concrete foundation). When moving the piece we recommend using the crate and positioning is as close to the installation area as possible.

**IMPORTANT!** Please retain the crate and strapping for any future transportation or long term storage.

Avoid contact with heat sources.

For major maintenance or repairs, consult the retailer.

Once the product or its components are no longer used, make sure that they are disposed of correctly through the public waste disposal services.
About Established & Sons

Established & Sons is a British brand representing all that is innovative in contemporary design. By supporting the best creators of our time, it has built a collection for people who are passionate about design, presenting imaginative products with style and personality.

Designers and artists are afforded the freedom to explore their own language, advancing pioneering ideas that deliver exceptional furniture and lighting collections. Combined with Established & Sons’ commitment to skilled craftsmanship and cutting-edge manufacturing techniques, this produces intelligent designs that are at the same time diverse in the extreme and united in their quest for the extraordinary.

The Established & Sons collection includes some of the most important examples of 21st-century design. Many of the pieces have been acquired by international museums, galleries, institutions and private collections.

Follow us on Instagram